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ABSTRACT

The Civilian Radioactive Waste Management System
transportation system will encounter a wide range of spent fuel
characteristics. Since the Initiative 1 casks are being designed to
transport 10-year-old fuel with a burnup of 35.000 MWd/MTU.
there is a good likelihood that a number of the cask shipments
will need to be derated in order to meet the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission radiation guidelines. This report discusses the
impact of cask derating by using reduced-capacity baskets. Cask
derating, while enhancing the ability to move spent fuel with a
wider range of age and burnup characteristics, increases the
number of shipments; the amount of equipment (cask bodies,
baskets, etc.); and the number of visits to both shipping and
receiving sites required to transport a specific amount of spent
fuel.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA) of 1982 and the
NWPA as amended in 1987 require the U.S. Department of
Energy (DOE) to provide for the safe and permanent disposal of
spent nuclear fuel and high-level waste. The DOE Office of
Civilian Radioactive Waste Management (OCRWM) has the
primary responsibility for the transportation and disposal of these
wastes. Part of OCRWM's transportation activities include the
design of a series of Initiative I spent fuel transportation casks.
Three casks are being designed: the GA-4. a pressurized-water
reactor (PWR) truck cask; the GA-9. a boiling-water reactor
(BWR) truck cask; and the BR-100 rail cask, which is capable
of transporting either BWR or PWR fuel assemblies.

Spent fuel assemblies are discharged periodically from
nuclear reactors. Given the range of individual reactor operating
conditions, initial fuel enrichment, and fuel management policies,
the assemblies that will eventually enter the Civilian Radioactive
Waste Management System (CRWMS) transportation system will
have a wide range of cooling times and burnups. A number of
these assemblies will be relatively young and have sufficiently
high burnups to preclude loading the transportation casks to their
full capacity. Under these conditions, the need to make a
number of derated cask shipments becomes a reality.

I I . CASK DERATING

Due to conservative features usually incorporated in cask design,
a cask is frequently able to transport somewhat younger and
hotter fuel assemblies. A wide range of assembly characteristics
is expected to be transported in the CRWMS, and the safe
transportation of these assemblies is an important factor in
planning the operation of the CRVVMS transportation system.

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) regulations limit
the radiation level 2 m from the edge of the vehicle containing
a loaded cask to 10 mrem/h.' For a given cask design, there is
a specific set of spent fuel assembly characteristics (age and
burnup) that will result in a radiation level of exactly 10
mrem/h. This is illustrated generically in the idealized
unquantified cask design curve show in Fig. 1. Loading the cask
with assemblies having any age-burnup combination represented
by the area below the curve would generate external radiation
levels that are less than 10 mrem/h. A cask can be fully loaded
with these assemblies.
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On the other hand, the radiation level 2 m from the
vehicle would exceed the 10 mrem/h limit it' a cask is fully
loaded with assemblies whose age-burnup combinations lie above
the curve. The only way assemblies with these characteristics
can be transported in this cask is to use a nonuniform loading
technique or to reduce the number of assemblies that are placed
in the cask. Reduced cask loading is called cask derating.
Derating can be accomplished in two ways: empty-hole derating
and reduced-capacity basket derating.

One method of derating cask capacity is to install a
specially designed basket that contains spaces tor a reduced
number of assemblies. Due to the smaller diameter required, the
reduced-capacity baskets could contain additional shielding
around the periphery of the basket. Separate design curves, as
shown in Fig. 2. would apply to each basket design. In Fig. 2,
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Fig. 2 Idealized design curves for different baskets.

the dashed line represents the age-burnup combination that
produces 10 mrem/h when me reduced-capacity basket is fully
loaded. Hence, all assemblies with characteristics lying between
die two design curves could be transported at the reduced
capacity (CJ. Assemblies having an age-burnup combination
which lies above the dashed line would need to be transported in
another, even smaller, capacity basket. Baskets with
successively smaller capacities would be designed until the cask
is capable of transporting any of the age-burnup combinations of
spent fuel assemblies that are expected to be encountered.

Knowing the characteristics ot" the spent fuel assemblies
to be transported allows the operational planners to install the
proper basket in the cask being sent to a reactor. The number
and the characteristics of die fuel assemblies tiiat can be
transported in reduced-capacity baskets for the Initiative I casks
were predicted by Yates.* The design capacity of the Initiative I
casks, die associated derated basket capacities, the cask
utilization, and the cask-handling time assumptions are
summarized in Table 1. The latter two parameters are discussed
further in Section HI.

HI. TRANSPORTATION ASSUMPTIONS

This paper includes an analysis of die cask fleet size and
derated basket inventory needed to support a number of
transportation scenarios. The following discussion summarizes
the assumptions used to generate the cask fleet sizes and the
derated baskets inventories.

A. Transportation Cask Data

The maximum values of annual utilization for Initiative I
casks used in this analysis are summarized in Table I. It was
assumed that the basket would be changed as needed during the
operational year when the cask was being unloaded at the
monitored retrievable storage (MRS) and that this operation
would not reduce the maximum cask utilization figures listed in
Table 1.

'Capacities based on a draft report prepared in 1990 by K. R.
Yates and A. Plummer, Battelle Memorial Institute.

Cask

BR-100

BR-100

GA^»

GA-9

Table 1.

Design capacity,
assemblies

PWR BWR

21

52
A

9

Initiative 1 cask and reduced-capacity basket

Alternate basket
capacity,

assemblies

18, 16, 14, 12, and 9

45, 37. and 30

2 and I

7. 5. and 2

Utilization,
days/year

225

225

300

300

data

Cask

Reactor

4.5

6.0

3.0

3.0

handling,
days

MRS

2.0

3.0

1.5



B. Cask-Handling Times at Keaciors and MRS E. Transportation Scenarios

The at-reaetor loading times and unloading times at the
MRS are also included in Table 1 for the various cask types.

Cask-handling times are a function or' the number or
assemblies being loaded or unloaded. The times shown in
Table 1 are based on the design capacity ot the individual casks.
:md these times were used for all basket configurations.
Estimated turnaround times were calculated for the different
basket configurations. The largest difference occurred for the
BWR rail cask. It is estimated to take 6.0 days to load the
52-assembly basket at a reactor. The corresponding estimated
loading time for a 30-assembly basket is 5.0. The at-reactor
turnaround times for the PWR rail cask are estimated to vary
between 4.0 days for the 9-assembly basket to 4.5 days for the
21-assembly basket. A similar 0.5-day variation is also
estimated for the GA-4 cask (2.5 days to load a 1-assembly
basket versus 3.0 days to load the larger baskets). The estimated
at-reactor turnaround time is the same for all BWR truck
baskets.

Again the turnaround times at the MRS are also a
function of the basket capacity. However, in this case the basket
-•apacity had u much smaller effect, and essentially all basket
configurations had the same turnaround. The only exception was
the 30-assembly BWR basket for the BR-100 cask, which could
be unloaded in 0.5 days less than the larger baskets.

Although the smaller basket capacities may reduce the at-
reactor and MRS turnaround times slightly, the increased number
of shipments could result in increased queuing at these facilities,
with a resultant increase in the turnaround times. The time to
change baskets will also add to the MRS turnaround times.
Since these effects tend to counterbalance the shorter turnaround
times associated with reduced capacity, the turnaround times
shown in Table 1 were used for all basket configurations.

C. Transportation Speeds

For regular rail shipments the average U.S. speed is
correlated as a function of distance as follows:

S = D I (0 . 077 4 5 • D - 32)

where
S = average rail speed (in miles per hnun.
D = one-way distance (in milesi.

For short distances, a relatively low average speed is predicted
(e.g., a 200-mile shipment would be expected to travel at an
average rate of 4.2 mph). Longer shipments travel at higher
speeds. For example, a 2000-mile shipment would travel at
10.7 mph.

The average speed for both legal weight and overweight
trucks is given as 40 mph.

D. Si te-Specif ic T r a n s p o r t a t i o n Mode
Assumptions

The modal assumptions were based on estimated cask-
handline capabilities of each individual site. In general, it a site
has direct rail service and a crane capable of handling the
BR-100 rail cask, all shipments were assumed to be made by
rail.

Cask tleet and derated basket inventories are estimated
for a number of transportation scenarios, which are discussed in
this section. All scenarios include the transportation of
63,000 MTU of spent fuel from the reactor storage pools to a
generic eastern MRS facility. Two different acceptance cases are
included in this study: the lower bounding case and the upper
bounding case.: Both acceptance cases include the same
maximum annual transportation requirement (3000 MTU/year).
However, due to a lower acceptance rate in the first 10 years,
the lower bounding case scenarios extend for 30 years (1998-
2027). In the upper bounding case, the 63.000 MTU is
transported in a 23-year time period (1998-2020).

The individual scenarios included in each acceptance case
are based on spent fvl allocations and selection rules. The
oldest-fuel-first (OFF) principle is used to determine the
allocation of the assemblies to be shipped annually from each
reactor storage pool. In addition, it was also assumed that there
would be no intrautility or interutility distribution of delivery
rights. Selection rules were used to construct two of the
scenarios: OFF and youngest fuel greater than 5 years first
i YFF> 5). Details associated with these scenarios are discussed
in this section.

1. No cask derating scenario. In the no cask derating
scenario, it is assumed that all casks could be loaded to their
physical capacity. In this scenario, it is assumed that a sufficient
quantity of spent fuel assemblies would be available to
completely load the casks without exceeding the external
radiation limits. A nonuniform cask-loading technique, where
relatively young hot fuel assemblies placed in the center of the
cask are surrounded by older cooler assemblies, might be used
to fully load the casks. This scenario is intended to be a baseline
for the cask derating scenarios.

2. OFF/OFF with cask derating. In the OFF/OFF
scenario, the oldest fuel in the reactor storage pool is delivered
first. If additional at-reactor storage is needed, it is assumed that
the oldest assemblies would be placed in an out-of-pool storage
facility and that this fuel would not be removed from out-of-pooi
storage until all other eligible fuel has been removed from the
storage pool.

3. OFF/YFF>5 scenario. In the OFF/YFF>5
scenario, the youngest fuel in the reactor storage pool is
preferentially selected first. To conform to the DOE standard
contract, the fuel must be at least 5 years old. The individual
reactor-by-reactor hie! allocations and the number of assemblies
transported annually from each site are identical to those used in
the previous scenario. The fuel selection criterion simply picks
the youngest eligible fuel first rather that the oldest fuel first.

IV. RESULTS

The projected cask tleet sizes, basket inventories, and
associated transportation parameters are discussed for the
individual scenarios in this section.



Cask

Table 2. Cask fleet and basket requirements tor the lower bounding case

Operating scenario

No derating

Shipments Casks Baskets

OFF/OFF

Shipments Casks Baskets

OFF/YFF>5

Shipments Casks Baskets

BWR Truck

PWR Truck

BWR Rail

PWR Rail

Total

5.927

9,772

1.352

2.712

19.763

7

11

6

12

36

7

11

6

12

36

7.191

12.776

1,417

3.009

24,393

13

16

9

18

56

19

23

10

25

77

15.085

20,308

1.720

3,895

41,008

24

30

10

20

84

31

34

14

26

105

A. Lower Bounding Case

The number ot shipments and equipment requirements
,'or i*.e .scenarios included in the lower bounding case are
summarized in Table 2. Each ot the scenarios is discussed in the
following sections.

1. No cask derating scenario. When the transportation
casks are always assumed to be loaded to the design capacities
shown in Table 1. it requires 19.763 shipments to transport
63.000 MTU of spent fuel from the reactors to a generic eastern
MRS facility. A tleet of 36 casks (7 GA-9. 11 GA-4. and 18
BR-100 rail casks) is needed to provide the transportation
capability.

2. OFF/OFF with cask derating. The age and burnup
of the assemblies being transported are the primary factors in
determining the number of assemblies that can be transported in
a single shipment. In the OFF selection scenario, the average
age of the assemblies being transported decreases from 26.6
years in 1998 to a minimum of 15.1 years in 2022. During the
last 5 years of the scenario, the average age increases slowly to
Mimewhat over 20 years. This increase is associated with the
withdrawal of assemblies from the out-of-pool storage facilities
jt some of the reactors. In general, the OFF/OFF
allocation/selection assumptions produce a situation where
essentially all of the fuel being transported in a given year has
approximately the same age.

While the average age deci eases during the scenario, the
average burnup of the assemblies increases significantly between
1998 and 2021. The average burnup of the PWR assemblies
reaches a maximum of approximately 46.000 MWd/MTU in
2020. The corresponding value for the BWR assemblies is
approximately 40.000 MWD/MTU. Hence, it is primarily the
increase in burnup rather than the decrease in age that results in
the need to transport the spent fuel assemblies in reduced-
capacity baskets.

As shown in Table 2. even when selecting the oldest
fuel, cask derating results in an increase in the number of
shipments needed to move the 63.000 MTU Approximately
24.400 shipments are required in the OFF/OFF scenario.
Derated cask shipments are an important pan of this scenario
since only 59% ot the shipments are projected to be made at fuil
capacity. The remaining 41% of the shipments will be made

using lower-capacity baskets (i.e., derated shipments). The
number of derated shipments is a function of the individual cask
design. The proportion of shipments that are projected to be
transported at full capacity is as follows:

BWR truck (GA-9 cask) 63.6%.
PWR truck (GA-4 cask) 54.8%.
BWR rail (BR-100 cask) 84.8%. and
PWR rail (BR-100 cask) 59.8%.

The overall impact of cask derating in the OFF/OFF
scenario is an increase in the number of shipments needed to
transport the fuel assemblies. In essence, the average capacity
of the casks has been reduced. The cask tleet and the number of
baskets required to transport the spent fuel assemblies also
increase. As shown in Table 2. 13 GA-9 casks. 16 GA-4 casks,
and 27 BR-100 casks are needed, an increase of 20 casks over
the no derating case. The higher cask fleet is a result of the
increased number of shipments associated with this scenario,
particularly in the 2018-2027 time frame, when derating has its
major impact. In addition to the increased number of casks, 77
baskets (19 for the GA-9 cask. 23 for the GA-4 cask, and 35 for
the BR-100 rail cask) are required: this is more than double the
number required in the no derating case. These baskets need to
be maintained, and the unused baskets must be stored at a
suitable facility.

A typical example of the use of the reduced-capacity
baskets is shown in Fig. 3. This figure illustrates the number of
PWR rail shipments made annually with different size baskets.
Between 1998 and 2015, essentially all of the shipments are
projected to be made using the maximum capacity basket (21
assemblies). However, after 2015 the number of 2I-assembly
shipments decreases rapidly with a corresponding increase in the
utilization of the lower-capacity baskets.

3. 0FFATF>5 scenario. In the OFF/YFF>5
scenario, a large portion of the fuel being transported each year
will be 5 years old. For example, the average age of the fuel
being transported in 1998 is only 8.6 years. As the scenario
progresses, the average fuel age increases slowly to
approximately 15 years in 2021. During the last 6 years of the
scenario, the fuel age jumps to approximately 34 years as the
older fuel stored in the out-of-pool facilities is withdrawn. As
a result of the reduced age and the relatively high burnups that



iiccur between the year 2000 and 2025. there is a significant
amount ot'casK derating in this scenario. This uiungest-riiel-iirst
selection criterion maximizes the need to use the small capacity
baskets tor transporting the tuel assemblies.
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Fig. 3 PWR rail shipments tor the OFF/OFF scenario,

lower hounding case.

As shown in Table 2. selecting the youngest fuel from
the reactor storage pools would require over 41.000 shipments
to transport the 63.000 MTU. This is an increase of
approximately 68% over the number of shipments estimated for
the OFF/OFF scenario. A large proportion of the shipments are
projected to utilize the reduced-capacity baskets. The
percentages of the total shipments that are expected to be
transported in the largest-capacity baskets (no derating) are as
follows:

BWR truck (GA-9 cask) 16.4%.
PWR truck i.GA-4 caskl 20.0%.
BWR rail (BR-100 cisk) 35.1%. and
PWR rail (BR-100 caskl 19. I S .

Derating will affect all years of operation. In general,
the number of shipments made in the largest-capacity baskets
remains at a relatively low level during most of the scenario.
This percentage increases during the last few years of the
scenario as the average age of the fuel assemblies increases.
During this same time period, there is also a decrease in the
average burnup of the assemblies being transported. Figure 4
shows a typical example of the use of the different baskets
during the OFF/YFF>5 scenario.

As shown in Table 3, 105 baskets are needed to support
this scenario, a threefold increase over the no derating scenario.
Due to the large number of shipments that are required to be
transported in the smallest-capacity basket (approximately 51%
of the shipments), a total of 42 of the smallest-capacity baskets
are needed. Most of these are needed for the GA-4 and GA-9
truck casks. In addition to the increased number of baskets, 84
casks will be needed. This is an increase of 28 casks over the
fleet predicted for the OFF/OFF scenario and an increase of 48
casks 48 over the no derating case.
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Fig. 4 PWR raii shipments for the OFF/YFF>5 scenario,
lower bounding case.

Cask

BWR Truck

PWR Truck

BWR Raii

PWR Rail

Total

Table 3

No

Shipment

5.927

9.772

1.352

2.712

19.763

. Cask

derating

Casks

8

12

6

12

38

fleet and basket

Baskets

8

12

6

12

38

requirements for the upper bounding case

Cask derating scenario

OFF/OFF

Shipment

8,362

15,227

1.424

3.193

28.206

Casks

18

23

8

18

67

Baskets

31

34

12

32

109

OFF/YFF>5

Shipment

15.500

20,682

1,714

3.868

41.764

Casks

23

27

9

21

80

Baskets

31

37

12

29

109



B. Upper Bounding Case

Relatively little difference was observed in the
transportation requirements between the lower bounding and the
upper bounding cases for the no derating and OFF/VFF>5
scenarios. The more rapid acceptance rate in the upper bounding
case did have a significant impact on the OFF/OFF scenario.
Most of this section is devoted to describing the differences
which result from the different acceptance cases.

The number of shipments and equipment requirements
for the upper bounding case are summarized in Table 3. Each
of the scenarios is discussed in the following sections.

1. No cask derating scenario. The basic assumption
of the no cask derating scenario is that all casks are loaded to
their design capacity. Since the same amount of fuel is accepted
in both the lower and upper bounding cases, both cases resulted
in an identical number of shipments (19,763). The cask fleet
projections shown in Table 3 indicate that the upper bounding
case produces a slightly larger fleet: 38 casks as compared with
36 for the lower bounding case. This difference is a reflection
of the maximum number of shipments that occur for a particular
cask type in a given year for the different acceptance rates,

Z. OFF/OFF scenario. The OFF/OFF scenario with
cask derating is projected to require a total of 28.206 shipments
to transport the 63,000 MTU of spent fuel from the reactors to
a generic MRS site. This is an increase of 15.6% over that
observed lor the OFF/OFF scenario in the lower bounding case.
The higher acceptance rate resulted in the need to transport the
fuel assemblies earlier in the scenario, thus reducing the average
age of the assemblies being transported and increasing the
amount of cask derating. During this scenario, the average age
of the fuel was approximately 5 years younger than that observed
during the lower bounding case. In the first year of operation
(1998), the average age of the fuel assemblies being transported
was 24.3 years; however, the average age declines steadily
throughout the scenario reaching a minimum of 9.7 years in

:ois.~
A total of 109 baskets are needed to support the

transportation for this scenario, as compared with the 77 baskets
estimated for the lower bounding case. Little, if any. derating
occurs in the first several years, and a number of large-capacity
baskets are needed in that time frame. As derating becomes a
more significant factor, an increased number of smaller-capacity
baskets are also needed. There is a projected significant increase
in the cask fleets between the OFF/OFF scenarios in the lower
bounding and upper bounding cases I see Tables 2 and 3), 67
casks as compared with 56 casks. This increase is primarily a
result of the annual variations for the different types of
shipments. The maximum number of shipments for each cask
type for each scenario included in the two acceptance rates is
summarized in Table 4. In general, the cask fleet is proportional
to the maximum number of shipments that must be transported
in a given year. There is essentially no difference in the
maximum number of rail shipments in the two cases. However,
the maximum number of truck shipments varies significantly.
These maximums occur late in the scenario, when the impact of
derating is at its maximum. For example, there are 2 years in
the upper bounding case OFF/OFF scenario in which all of the
BWR truck shipments will be derated.

Table 4.

Cask

BWR Truck

PWR Truck

BWR Rail

PWR Rai.

Maximum number of shipments in

Scenario

OFF/OFF

Lower

469

668

93

180

Upper

772

1001

88

198

1 year

OFF/YFF>5

Lower

1057

1281

103

221

Upper

959

1166

100

228

3. OFF/YFF> 5 scenario. The OFF/YFF > 5 scenario
in the upper bounding case is very similar to the corresponding
scenario in the lower bounding case. The total number of
shipments is 41,764, approximately 2% greater than the number
of shipments needed in the lower bounding case. The degree of
derating is similar in both cases as illustrated by the nearly
identical number of baskets (109 in the upper case and 105 in the
lower case) that is needed to provide transportation capabilities.

The cask fleet requirements are also nearly identical in
the two cases. The projected cask tleet for the upper bounding
case is 80 casks (4 less than the number projected in the lower
bounding case). Again this change is primarily a result of the
number of shipments made by a particular cask type in a given
year. The total number of shipments is nearly identical in the
two cases; however, the timing of the individual shipments is
quite different. The maximum number of BWR truck shipments
transported in a given year in the upper :ase is 959 shipments,
while the corresponding value in the lower case is 1057
shipments. This difference accounts for the slightly reduced cask
requirements in the upper bounding case.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Potentially, the characteristics of the spent fuel entering
the OCRWM transportation system could vary over a wide
range. Initiative I transportation casks are being designed to
transport 10-year-old fuel with a burnup of 35.000 MWd/MTU.
Since significantly higher average burnups are expected (up to
46,000 MWd/MTU for PWR assemblies) and the Standard
Disposal Contract allows for fuel as young as 5 years, the
number of spent fuel assemblies transported in an Initiative I
cask will probably have to be reduced.

The base case was generated by assuming that all cask
shipments would be fully loaded (no cask derating). When fully
loaded shipments are assumed, only 19.763 shipments are
projected to be needed to transport 63.000 MTU in the lower
bounding case. A fleet of 36 casks and 36 baskets would be
needed to provide the transportation requirements.

One method for reducing the external radiation levels of
the casks is to des>gn and use smaller-capacity baskets. With the
smaller-capacity baskets, the rate and method of selecting fuel
assemblies from the reactor storage pools will have a significant
impact on the number of shipments and the equipment
requirements. For the lower bounding case, selecting the oldest
fuel from the reactor storage pools increases the number of
shipments by 23%. increases the number of casks by 56%. and
increases the number of baskets by 114%. An alternative fuel



allocation/selection assumption (OFF/YFF > 5) further increases
the transportation requirements. This scenario resulted in higher
transportation requirements, where the number or shipments was
108% higher than that observed tor the no derating scenario.
The cask tleet size and number of baskets for the OFF/YFF>5
scenario were 133% and 192% greater than the corresponding
observations tor the no derating scenario.

Increasing the spent fuel acceptance n'te to the upper
bounding case did not change the number of shipments needed
to transport 63.000 MTU of spent fu?l in the no derating
scenario. However, due to small differences in the number of
shipments scheduled to be moved in a given year, the cask fleet
projection for the upper bounding case was slightly larger than
the projection for the lower bounding case (38 casks as compared
with 36 casks). For this scenario, a total of 38 baskets is also
required.

The upper bounding case scenarios based on cask
derating showed somewhat higher transportation requirements
than the corresponding scenarios in the lower bounding case.
The upper bounding case OFF/OFF scenario had 43% more
shipments. 76% more casks, and 187% more baskets than the no
derating case. The corresponding values for the OFF/YFF > 5
scenario were 111%, 110%, and 187% respectively.

While cask derating increases the number of shipments;
the amount of equipment (cask bodies, baskets, etc.); and the
number of visits to both shipping and receiving sites required to
transport a specific amount of spent fuel, it enhances the ability
to move spent fuel with a wide range of age and burnup
characteristics. For ail cases included in this report, it is
possible to transport all of the fuel in Initiative 1 casks.
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